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REPORT (COVID-19) 
 

Today's situation is alien and grim which requires us to maintain strict social distance to survive 

this pandemic. The NSS volunteers of Lakshmibai college have been sincerely maintaining 

social distancing and taking all the necessary precautions that hold utmost value in the current 

times. Besides we have been taking good care to spread awareness amongst ourselves to create 

an updated and safe space. We generated Janata Curfew awareness on all our social media 

platforms and wholeheartedly supported the Prime Minister's initiative on 22nd March 2020. We 

also encouraged each other and our fellow family members to switch off the lights as per the 

Prime Minister's request and light a diya for 9 minutes on 5th April 2020. We took to our online 

platforms, the Prime Minister's sincere appeal of following 7 necessary and ideal steps in the 

current scenario which he made on 14th April 2020 and encouraged our members to follow the 

same. We also developed a simple video that is put up on our online platforms to help our 

viewers make an easy mask in their respective homes and to encourage them to practice wearing 

the same. A separate video was curated regarding sanitizing and reusing a mask in an attempt to 

spread awareness and share details regarding the same. Our Volunteers have also sewed masks at 

home and twice distributed them to the needy and unprivileged people to help them fight against 

this pandemic. Our volunteers have also been taking good care of the specially abled students of 

our college and have been consistently working on their assignments and notes to help them in 

their academics.  

 



 

 

 

AWARENESS THROUGH VIDEOS:- 

Video Title Video Links 

Janata Curfew https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VuWbEwtDL3BAh6bQ1SjeqRBaod7z6uwl/vie
w?usp=drivesdk 

Lighting up of 
Diyas,candles,torches 
(9:00 p.m. 9 Min) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ViJszugxA_Iv5dr7yeQfdvocIC3GST6P/view?us
p=drivesdk 

Home Made Mask https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VVVgDHikQb_O5tp6spgtu8FYF4o_DRfe/view
?usp=drivesdk 

PM Appeal  https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VzST_cxtbzJ5dw4LIOQyswUkbsx2rMPw/view
?usp=drivesdk 

Reuse of Mask https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W6LkCpdfErBheeAuLkXGSyuElKTla-
j3/view?usp=drivesdk 

 

Future goals and objectives – 

 

1) We wish to conduct online classes for the students of our adopted village Wazirpur at the 

earliest.  

2) We also intend to conduct a webinar on MENTAL HEALTH to initiate conversations and 

help people survive this pandemic with lesser illnesses and struggles.  

3) We seek to organize a live session with an eminent personality to conduct a myth vs fact 

session about this pandemic to make things more clear and less turbid for our audience.  

4) We are planning to contact the members of our adopted village to verify and cross-check for 

any assistance that can be provided and to share details of the contacts of people in different 

positions that can bring to them the right help.  
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